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Abstract—We propose to 3D-print personal fitted, regular-look
smart eyeglasses frames equipped with bilateral Electromyography (EMG) recording to monitor Temporalis muscles’ activity
for automatic dietary monitoring. Personal fitting supported
electrode-skin contact at temple ear bend and temple end
positions. We evaluated the smart monitoring eyeglasses during
in-lab and free-living studies of food chewing and eating event
detection with ten participants. The in-lab study was designed
to explore three natural food hardness levels and determine
parameters of an energy-based chewing cycle detection. Our freeliving study investigated whether chewing monitoring and eating
event detection using smart eyeglasses is feasible in free-living.
An eating event detection algorithm was developed to determine
intake activities based on the estimated chewing rate. Results
showed an average food hardness classification accuracy of 94%,
chewing cycle detection precision and recall above 90% for the
in-lab study, and above 77% for the free-living study covering
122 hours of recordings. Eating detection revealed the 44 eating
event with an average accuracy above 95%. We conclude that
smart eyeglasses are suitable for monitoring chewing and eating
events in free-living and even could provide further insights into
the wearer’s natural chewing patterns.
Index Terms—automatic dietary monitoring, wearable accessory, chewing monitoring, smart eyewear

I. I NTRODUCTION
Tracking free-living food intake and dietary behaviour is
a long-standing challenge with the first questionnaire assessments being used in the 1940’s [1]. Still, 70 years later, selfreports remain the choice of coaches and clinicians to derive
advice on healthy dietary choices. Diet coaching can prevent
health risks and diseases, but requires accurate, timely, and
continuous intake behaviour information to become effective.
Following the first investigations on automatic dietary monitoring published in 2005 [2], [3], various approaches have
been made to estimate intake using body-worn devices. Several
investigations showed promising performance, however effort
in attachment and continuously use limit applicability. The basic approach of automatic dietary monitoring involved sensor
devices at the wrist, neck, or head, to detect intake-related
arm motion, swallowing, or chewing [4]. Hence devices are
difficult to hide and raise wearers’ privacy concerns.
Recently, some studies evaluated monitoring devices outside
of laboratory settings, see related work for more details.
However, for automatic dietary monitoring to succeed as dayto-day tool and get broadly accepted, integration in everyday
wearable accessories is essential. Eyeglasses are continuously
used in everyday life and the frames provide access to signals
from the head. Therefore, regular eyeglasses designs with
frame-integrated sensors have the potential to serve as tools

for dietary monitoring. Regarding their public acceptability,
maintaining a typical, convenient eyeglasses design is key.
Consequently, our smart monitoring eyeglasses differ from
augmented reality glasses that focus on information management and displays for user interaction, e.g. Google Glass.
Integrating monitoring in accessories is challenging as sensor placement often differs from ideal measurement location.
As a result, artefacts could perturb measurements and dietary
behaviour estimations. For example, chewing assessment by
measuring Temporalis or Masseter muscle activity using surface Electromyography (EMG) is a standard lab procedure.
The standard measurement locations at forehead and cheek
can however not be implemented with eyeglasses frames. For
eyeglasses, sub-optimal electrode locations along the frame
as well as non-standard dry electrodes are necessary. In a
previous investigation, we evaluated EMG electrode placement
for eyeglasses integration, as well as electrode types and
sizes [5]. Our study showed relevant signal to noise results, as
well as promising performance for chewing cycle recognition
and food texture classification under controlled conditions.
In this investigation, we study chewing detection using
EMG electrodes integrated into eyeglasses frames in natural
free-living conditions, i.e. without supervision or script. Our
smart eyeglasses were 3D-printed and personalised for each
wearer, thus providing anatomical fit for EMG measurement.
The EMG-based measurement has been optimised to minimise
artefact risk. Our primary aim was to confirm that chewing
monitoring using smart eyeglasses is feasible in free-living.
In addition, we investigate eating detection based on chewing
rate. The following specific contributions are made:
1) We present a novel smart eyeglasses design for dietary monitoring using frame-integrated EMG electrodes. Compared to our earlier work [5], we use a 2lead EMG design that reduces artefacts and simplifies
system design. Personalised eyeglasses frames provided
skin contact for dry stainless steel electrodes.
2) We initially analyse EMG work depending on food
hardness in a controlled in-lab study with 10 participants. Chewing cycle detection was feasible even for
soft foods, e.g. banana, thus confirming the chewing
detection method and parameters.
3) Subsequently we evaluate and quantify chewing detection using the smart monitoring eyeglasses in a freeliving study. Moreover, we propose and evaluate a meal
detection based on 1-minute chewing rate estimates.
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II. R ELATED WORK
Various sensors have been applied for automatic dietary
monitoring since 2005. In-ear microphones were used to
detect and classify chewing sounds according to their material
textures [2]. Throat microphones and EMG were used in
a neckband to detect swallowing [6]. Finally, arm motion
was monitored to detect intake, relate to utensils use, and
intake types [3]. Subsequent efforts continued to explore the
sensor types. For example, Sazonov et al. [7] applied a throat
microphone to monitor swallowing and a strain sensor pasted
behind ear to monitor chewing. Bi et al. [8] made a prototype
using a throat microphone to record chewing and swallowing
sound. Kalantarian et al. [9] used a neckband to integrate
swallow and chewing sensor functions.
Smart monitoring eyeglasses that retain the design and
practicality of regular eyeglasses can be used for unobtrusive
behaviour monitoring [10]. For example, Wahl et al. [11]
recognised nine daily activities, including eating, using smart
eyeglasses embedded with inertial, ambient light, and pulse
sensors with an average accuracy of 77%. While EMG is
used in standard clinical and lab assessment of chewing, it
was hardly considered for automatic dietary monitoring as
electrode positioning at cheek and forehead are obtrusive. In
our previous investigation, we considered EMG monitoring in
eyeglasses frames and achieved 80% precision and recall [5].
Farooq and Sazonov mounted a piezoelectric strain sensor
and an accelerometer onto eyeglasses and classified into five
physical activities performed in a lab, including eating [12].
While many of the previous attempts confirmed operation
principles that are useful for diet monitoring, their practicality
was yet hardly assessed in fully unscripted, free-living conditions. Diet monitoring in free-living is challenging since
food intake can take place in a variety of occasions and
situations, e.g. at home, in a restaurant, or on the go. Towards
unconstrained monitoring, scripted recording protocols were
proposed. However, scripted protocols are characterised by
short recording durations, compared to typical wake duration.
For example, Sazonov et al. [13] recorded two 20 min sessions
of resting and a meal in between, however did not actually
consider sensor data. On a broad scale, Dong et al. [14]
investigated eating detection in free-living using a wrist-worn
device and achieved 81% accuracy for eating detection across
449 recording hours, but requiring a 20:1 weighting of eating
vs. non-eating data. Subsequently, Thomaz et al. [15] applied
inertial sensors in smart watches to recognise eating moments
in free-living too. Across one recording day, precision and
recall were 66% and 88%. It is important to note that all
approaches have limitations [4]. For the watch-like integration,
one limitation is the unilateral character of food intake. If
the non-monitored arm is used, eating events may get missed.
Generally, wrist-worn motion sensors can provide eating timing at a bite’s resolution. Merck et al. [16] proposed an eating
monitoring system using Google Glass, two smartwatches, and
an in-ear microphone. They investigated dietary monitoring
for chewing and eating events detection. Average recall and
precision for 72 recording hours of six participants were
89% and 92% respectively. In contrast to a multi-device ap-

proach, smart eyeglasses are potentially unnoticeable, provide
resolution of a single chewing cycle, and thus insights into
eating patterns. This investigation targets to evaluate smart
monitoring eyeglasses for chewing and eating event detection.
III. S MART MONITORING EYEGLASSES
In our vision of smart monitoring eyeglasses, shape and
dimension are similar to regular eyeglasses to maintain similar usability. Specifically, we avoid large components, e.g.
displays used for interaction in augmented reality glasses.
Moreover, EMG electrode placement is constrained to the
eyeglasses frame and frame-skin contact regions. Only the
temple ends located behind ears provide some design freedom
to place larger components. We designed the temple ends to
host electronics and power supply within the eyeglasses frame.
In this investigation, we focus on EMG electrode integration
and evaluation, thus do not consider the embedded processing.
A. Frame fitting personalisation
Using CAD software, we refined a 3D frame model to resemble a regular eyeglasses frame. Eyeglasses frame personalisation helps to align the frame on the head, thus providing best
skin contact while being comfortable to wear. For regular eyeglasses, customisation is done by heating and bending frame
components. However, eyeglasses with integrated electrodes
require a dedicated manufacturing process. Thus, we extended
our frame model with parameters to personalise frame fitting in
the CAD software, before printing it. Length, angle, and bend
parameters were used to control frame temples. Width and
height parameters were used to control bridge fitting and lens
position. A more detailed description of the digital production
process for anatomically personalised frames is provided by
Wahl et al. [17]. In this investigation, we used an early stage
of the digital production process.
B. Electrode location
Suitable EMG electrode locations, providing skin contact
are found at nose pads, temple ear bends, and temple ends.
In our previous investigation, we placed three electrodes at
the eyeglasses frame, one at the nose pad and two around the
ear, at the temple ear bend and at the temple end [5]. Our
further testing with users revealed that the nose pad electrode
incurs motion artefacts: As the head is moving, the nose pad
electrode is most likely to detach from the skin, introducing
amplitude variations in the EMG signal. By removing the nose
pad electrode, we reduced artefacts and simplified the design.
For personally fitted eyeglasses, the remaining two electrode
locations at the ear were widely immobile while wearing. With
the new 2-lead setup, one electrode serves as common and the
second for measurement.
C. Bilateral EMG measurement
To further improve the monitoring of chewing, we utilised
both eyeglasses temples in a bilateral EMG measurement.
Hence, two pairs of electrodes were symmetrically integrated
at the eyeglasses frame, see Fig. 1. With the bilateral EMG
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Fig. 1. (A) 3D-printed, smart monitoring eyeglasses prototype, designed to fit a complete electronic system including EMG sensors, processing, and
communication. (B) EMG electrode positioning at the eyeglasses frame. (C) Study participant wearing a personalised, smart monitoring eyeglasses prototype.

measurement, chewing side differences in muscle contraction
forces could be compensated. While beyond this investigation,
the bilateral EMG measurement may serve to study chewing
side variation too.
D. Electrode material
During initial tests we used conductive textile material for
the electrodes. Details of the material are described in our
earlier investigation [5]. The textile electrodes were soft and
could be conveniently tailored to fit onto the curved temples,
and confectioned in different sizes and shapes. However, the
textile electrodes also created challenges. In particular, maintaining a robust, constant, low-resistance connection between
textile electrodes and wires interfacing to the signal processing
electronics was difficult. Moreover, textile electrodes tend to
collect dirt and show abrasion when being used for longer
duration. Therefore, we replace the textile electrodes with
stainless steel ones. The metal electrode pads are uniform in
size, 20.0 mm×3.0 mm per piece, physically and chemically
stable, and easy to clean. Due to the small form factor, an
integration along the non-flat temples was feasible. Finally,
the personalised frame printing minimised the need for manual
adaptation of electrode fitting. Due to the early stage of our
production process, some minor refinements were needed to
eliminate electrode-skin spacing, using reusable gum-like tack
as spacers between eyeglasses frame and electrodes.
IV. S TUDY METHODOLOGY
We designed in-lab and free-living studies to evaluate the
smart eyeglasses for monitoring chewing. In this section, we
present the study details.
A. Participants
We recruited 10 participants (age: 25.1±2.1 years, BMI:
23.8 ±2.1 kg/m2 , 4 female) to take part in both, in-lab and
free-living studies. All participants were introduced to the
study protocol and signed a consent form before participating.
All participants stated that they had no dental issues during
the study period. For each participant, we 3D-printed a pair

of eyeglasses based on measured head parameters. All participants accomplished all the recording sessions, including two
subsequent in-lab sessions for chewing side and food hardness
analysis, and one free-living session. The chewing side data
were not considered for this investigation. Every participant,
who was not an university employee, received an Amazon gift
card of 25 Euro as compensation after completing the protocol.
B. In-lab food hardness study
We investigated the effect of food hardness on the EMG
signal to determine the EMG signal energy variation during
chewing of different foods. With this analysis we confirmed
that the EMG signal variation will not affect the detection
of chewing cycles. Moreover, hardness is one fundamental
property of foods that is known to be directly reflected in
muscle force.
For the hardness recording sessions, participants were asked
to wear the smart eyeglasses and sit down at a table. Three
kinds of foods were offered: banana, cucumber, and raw carrot.
Food was prepared in 10 pieces, each ∼0.5 cm thick. Slice
diameter could vary depending on food type. The sequence of
consumption was performed according to increasing hardness
in the order: banana, cucumber, carrots. At any time, participant was allowed to eat one food piece only. The order of
foods was not alternated to minimise the participants’ burden.
Water was offered at the discretion of participants.
Bilateral EMG recordings were obtained from the smart
eyeglasses using 2-channel EMG recorders (Actiwave, CamNtech). The EMG recorders provided a differential voltage between channel and common electrodes. Temple end electrodes
were wired together as common electrode, while temple ear
bend electrodes served as left and right channels respectively.
In addition to the eyeglasses recording and in order to assess
the chewing signal, simultaneous reference EMG recordings
using glued electrodes were obtained from the right side Temporalis muscle. The same type of 2-lead EMG recorders were
deployed for the reference recording. Data synchronisation
between data recordings was achieved by teeth clenching three
times. Synchronisations were performed between chewing of
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different food types. The sampling rate of all EMG recorders
was set to 256 Hz per channel.

Fig. 2. In-lab study: Participant wearing the smart eyeglasses and eating a
piece of food.

C. Free living eating monitoring
Subsequent to completing the in-lab study, participants were
scheduled for a full-day free-living recording session. In total,
10 full recording days, one for each participant, were obtained.
Participants were asked to wear the smart eyeglasses during the
day and mark activities in a “when-and-what” activity journal
on a minute resolution. The following activities were required
to be logged: eating, cooking, talking, walking, taking public
transportation, attending lectures, working in office, sports,
and taking eyeglasses off. Participants were encouraged to log
additional activities and take short notes in the journal, such
as additional information about food.
Participants were asked to follow their regular routines
while wearing the smart eyeglasses continuously from before
breakfast until late night to cover all food intake. If they
needed to remove the eyeglasses, then only for a few minutes.
No restrictions were set regarding food choices, nor regarding
other diet-related choices. Participants were asked to clench
teeth three times at start and end of a recording session.
Participants who required correction lenses used contact lenses
during the recording day as the smart eyeglasses did not
include lenses.
Besides the eyeglasses EMG recording, a reference EMG
measurement was obtained from the Temporalis muscle using
glued electrodes with the measurement electrode on the right
Temporalis muscle and the common electrode on the forehead
near the hairline. The sampling rate of each EMG channel
was set to 256 Hz. Recordings were split into two half-day
sessions to prevent data loss due to drained batteries. At the
end of the morning session, the EMG recorders were replaced
by a pair of recharged recorders. The replacement caused a
break of 5-10 min in the data recordings.

Fig. 3. Free-living study: Participant wearing the smart eyeglasses and
having a meal in a fast-food restaurant. Gel electrodes on forehead and right
Temporalis muscle were used for reference EMG recording.

V. DATA ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
We analysed the influence of food hardness on chewing
EMG and categorised the selected foods using the in-lab study
dataset. Using the free-living study dataset, we performed
chewing detection and eating event detection. We furthermore
computed different chewing parameters. This section details
the data analysis and algorithms. The major data processing
steps are illustrated in Figure 4.
A. Food hardness analysis
A high pass filter, cutoff at 20 Hz, was used to process
raw EMG data, before rectifying and adding labels using
annotation software. A snippet of rectified EMG consisting of
eating two pieces of carrot is shown in Figure 5. We derived
five time-domain features of each single chew from rectified
EMG: mean, standard deviation, maximum amplitude, rootmean-square value, and EMG work. EMG work was computed
as sum over all samples of the rectified EMG amplitude.
Features of the left and right EMG channels were averaged.
Each feature was averaged across the first ten chewing cycles
of each food type to form one data instance. For food pieces
containing less than ten chews, all available ones were used.
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was used to classify hardness level by determining the class assignment for
each data instance. In total, 30 instances were available per
participant, 10 per hardness level. LDA training and testing
were performed for each participant individually using a 10fold cross validation to account for differences in denture
and chewing patterns. Class-relative accuracy was derived as
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Fig. 4. Processing steps of our chewing and eating event detection procedures for bilateral EMG recordings from smart eyeglasses frames.

Fig. 5. Example rectified EMG time series of eating two pieces of carrots.
Chewing cycles are shown as signal peaks. Intake (bites) are marked by grey
labels. Within each bite, EMG signal energy decreases across chewing cycles.

average over all classes C of P
the ratio of true positives vs.
class total, i.e. Accuracy = C1 C NNCorrect
.
Class
B. Chewing detection
EMG data were filtered by a 50 Hz notch filter to remove
power line interference. Then, a high pass filter, cutoff 20 Hz,
was applied to remove motion artefacts before rectifying the
signal. The cutoff frequency was chosen empirically across test
recordings and to be independent of participant and activities.
Chewing cycle detection was performed by an EMG activation detection method that was adapted and modified
from Abbink et al. [18]. A sliding window of 0.4 s (102
data samples) was applied on the rectified EMG data. For
each sliding window the following calculation was performed:
n = npre + npost , where npre was the number of samples
smaller than threshold thr in the first half of the window.
The threshold was chosen according to mean and standard

deviation of the baseline EMG signal, i.e. signal noise level
when no muscle activation occurs): thr = µ + 3 × σ. Further,
npost was the number of samples larger than thr in the second
half of the sliding window. The sliding windows generated a
sequence s, where peaks indicate starting, and dips indicate
ending of chewing cycles. A Savitzky-Golay filter was applied
for smoothing on s. Peak detection was performed on the
smoothed results to detect chews. Peaks smaller than 80%
of the maximal peak amplitude were considered as results of
non-chewing activity and discarded. Chewing cycle detection
were performed on left and right EMG channels as well as
the referencing EMG channel. Detected chewing cycles of left
and right EMG channels were combined by comparing events
using a logic OR function. Output of the combined chewing
cycle detection was considered as final result and evaluated in
the free-living study dataset as described below.

C. Eating event detection
Here we consider chewing rate as the number of chewing
cycles located within a 30 s interval. For each detected chewing
cycle c0 , we calculated the chewing rate D1 within an interval
of 30 s before c0 and D2 in an interval of 30 s after c0 .
The minimum of D1 and D2 was considered as minimal
chewing density (MCD) of c0 . The MCD of every detected
chew formed a time series, noted as mcd[t]. In the next step,
MCD was binarised by Bin[t] = χ(mcd[t]), where χ(x) = 0
if x < 5 and χ(x) = 1 otherwise.
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D. Fusion of eating events
The unilateral eating event was derived for each EMG channel separately using EEunilateral [t] = arg(Bin[t]|Bin[t]=1 ).
The process was repeated for both EMG channels of the
eyeglasses and the reference. The bilateral eating event was
derived by aggregating eating eventsSof left and right EMG
channels: EEbilateral [t] = EElef t [t] EEright [t].
We consider an eating event as an intake sequence, e.g.
eating a meal or a snack, starting from the first chew of
the initial food piece to the last chew of the last food piece
in a continuous temporal interval. The term continuous here
refers to a constrained time interval between two neighbouring
chewing cycles. For example, the interval should be no greater
than 1 min. The target eating events of this investigation are
meals and snacks, including solid, and semi-solid food types.
Liquid intake were not considered. We did not differentiate
the concepts of meal and snack, since they can be ambiguous
depending on personal life style and terminology. Hence, a
gap below 1 min between two detected eating sessions were
considered to be interval between two continuous food bites.
The two eating events were joined together, forming the final
eating event. This rule also applies to the eating event detection
on the referencing EMG channel.
VI. E VALUATION PROCEDURE AND METRICS
A. Chewing detection
In order to evaluate the chewing detection based on the
smart monitoring eyeglasses, we compared detected chewing
cycles to the reference EMG recording. Thus, we assessed if
the smart eyeglasses are suitable for chewing detection in freeliving. Precision and recall of chewing detection was deterN
mined using an event-based approach: Recall = NRecognised
Ref erence

between eyeglasses and referencing EMG, TRef erence was the
total time of detected eating events in the referencing EMG,
and TRetrieved was the total time of detected eating events in
the eyeglasses EMG.
VII. R ESULTS
Here we describe results for in-lab study regarding chewing
detection and food hardness, as well as the free-living study
regrading chewing and eating event detection.
A. Dataset corpus for in-lab and free-living studies
For the in-lab study, we collected 118 min data with food
intake of totally 300 food pieces, requiring 6521 chewing
cycles. For the free-living study, we obtained 122.3 hours
of data in total for all 10 participants, including 44 eating
events and 429 min of eating time. Food selection variety was
observed across free-living intake including, bread, potatoes,
rice, sandwiches, oatmeal, porridge, instant noodles, burgers,
pasta, salad, steamed vegetable, chicken wings, beef, pork,
spare ribs, fruits, fish, eggs, yogurt, chocolates, cashews, etc.
According to the activity journal, we also found that participants carried out various activities of daily living, including
cooking, eating, walking, taking public transport, attending
lectures, performing office work, having conversation, doing
housework, brushing teeth, playing video games, going to
cinema, and working out in the gym. Participants noted brief
moments when they took off the eyeglasses. Most participants
quickly adjusted the eyeglasses when necessary without taking
them off. One participant removed the gel electrodes and
took the eyeglasses off for 12 min to wash face. Another two
participants took the eyeglasses off for a total of 6 min, without
noting reasons.

N

and P recision = NRecognised
. Here, NRef erence refers to the
Retrieved
chewing cycles obtained from the reference and NRetrieved to
those provided by the eyeglasses-based detection method. To
obtain NRecognised , we applied a temporal overlap check between chewing cycles of reference and detection and required
an overlap of at least 75% to account detected chewing cycles
as correct. The overlap check procedure is described in [19].

B. Food hardness
The relation between food hardness and average EMG work
per chew is shown in Figure 6. As hardness increases, EMG
work needed to chew food piece increases too. Although we
only considered three food types here, this result confirms

B. Eating event detection
To analyse eating events in free-living, we devised a procedure combining participant journals and Temporalis EMG
recordings. In particular, we compared each participant’s activity logs with the reference EMG and manually identified first
and last chewing cycles of each annotated eating event through
their typical EMG work pattern. By confirming that the first
and last chewing cycles were within the logging tolerance,
we could verify the annotated eating event, and, if necessary,
correct its timing according to EMG data. Since participants
logged eating times in a 1 min resolution, the procedure has a
tolerance of 1 min at begin and end of each eating event.
Subsequently, we calculated precision and recall for the eating event detection using a frame-based approach: Recall =
TOverlap
TOverlap
TRef erence and P recision = TRetrieved , where TOverlap was
the sum of the overlapping time of all detected eating events

Fig. 6. In-lab study: Average EMG work per chewing cycle for food pieces
of three hardness levels across all participants obtained using the smart
monitoring eyeglasses. Harder foods require more EMG work.
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW
Participant
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
Average

Gender
f
m
f
m
f
m
m
m
m
f

ON PARTICIPANTS , STUDY RECORDING AND EATING EVENT DETECTION OF THE FREE - LIVING STUDY.

Age
[years]
28
26
26
23
27
27
24
21
25
24
25.1

BMI
[kg/m2 ]
27.4
24.9
22.1
25.2
23.2
23.3
26.1
20.6
23.8
21.4
23.8

Total recording
duration [min]
749.3
731.1
721.9
868.1
721.9
758.4
712.8
749.3
667.1
658.0
733.8

Mean eating duration
reference / detection [min]
9.7 / 8.6
9.2 / 9.0
7.0 / 6.6
12.5 / 12.5
7.0 / 7.0
7.8 / 7.8
15.3 / 15.3
9.5 / 8.8
8.4 / 9.3
17.2 / 17.3
10.4 /10.2

Min. eating duration
reference/ detection [min]
1.3 / 1.2
1.4 / 1.3
1.5 / 0.9
9.6 / 9.5
1.2 / 1.1
4.2 / 4.0
4.1 / 4.2
5.0 / 3.3
1.4 / 1.6
6.9 / 7.2
3.7 / 3.4

Max. eating duration
reference / detection [min]
17.0 / 14.5
20.7 / 20.2
14.4 / 14.3
19.3 / 17.1
16.3 / 15.8
16.1 / 15.0
35.8 / 35.8
10.6 / 10.3
15.7 / 17.5
29.8 / 29.7
19.6 / 19.0

Fig. 8. Precision and recall for chewing detection for in-lab and free-living
studies using the smart monitoring eyeglasses. Pn is the participant ID.
Average precision and recall across all participants was 94.4% and 90.0%
for in-lab, and 78.8% and 77.3% for free-living datasets respectively.

Fig. 7. In-lab study: Classification confusion matrix for foods of different
hardness using the smart monitoring eyeglasses. Average accuracy was 94.7%.

the relation between EMG and food hardness known from
previous lab studies without dry electrodes or eyeglasses. Food
classification confusion results are shown in Figure 7. The
LDA classifier yielded an average accuracy of 94.7%. No
classifier confusion between banana and carrot was observed.
C. Chewing detection
Chewing detection on the in-lab data yields an average
recall of 94.0% and precision of 94.4% across all participants.
Precision and recall per participant are shown in Figure 8.
The chewing detection result confirms that even soft food, e.g.
banana, can be detected from the eyeglasses EMG. For the
free-living study, chewing detection performance was 78.8%
and 77.3% for recall and precision, respectively.
D. Eating event detection
Figure 9 shows an example of 6-hour free-living recording
using the smart eyeglasses. Average chewing rate was derived
as chewing cycles per minute interval, centred to the midpoint

of a detected chew. In addition, chewing rate variability was
derived, defined here as reciprocal of the time interval between
two adjacent chewing cycles. Elevated chewing rate, chewing
rate variability, and EMG work can be observed during annotated eating times. While there are some EMG signal variation
and EMG work appearing during other activities, including
walking, conversations, even during computer and house work,
the signal level remains lower compared to eating phases.
Our further exploration of the free-living recordings revealed that chewing or teeth compression may occur during
times clearly marked in the activity log as non-eating. For
example, random, unconscious “chewing” may appear during
times of high concentration. Fig. 10 shows an example section
of free-living data including a participant’s lecture attendance.
While EMG work during unconscious “chewing” is smaller
than during food consumption, it is clearly visible during the
lecture period. Our eating event detection was however not
producing false positives in this example.
For all 44 eating events, participant logs and reference EMG
showed agreement. In total, 43 eating events were detected
by the smart eyeglasses. The one missing eating event was
a short intake of grapefruit after gym. Eating event detection
results are summarised in Tab. I. Eating event duration varied
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Fig. 9. Free-living study: Example of a 6-hour free-living EMG recording using the smart eyeglasses, including features and detected eating events. Average
chewing rate, chewing rate variability, EMG work, and detected eating events were all derived from the eyeglasses-integrated EMG. Different activities are
labelled according to activity journal: “C”: cooking; “B”: having breakfast; “S”: eating snack; “L”: having lunch; “Walking & Conversation”: walking outdoor
and socialising; “Computer work”: activities on a computer; “TV”: watching TV; “Housework”: doing housework. Foods consumed during this recording
were for breakfast: home-made burger; snack: persimmon cubes; lunch: pasta with fish fries.

Fig. 10. Free-living study: Example EMG activity of a study participant exhibiting unconscious “chewing”. Left: Chewing or teeth compression during lecture
time and visible as EMG signal amplitude. Label “Prep”: preparing breakfast, attaching gel electrodes, and putting on smart eyeglasses. Right: Zoomed-in
plot of the EMG signals. According to participant’s activity journal, there was no actual food intake during the lecture. Moreover, EMG work is smaller than
during actual food consumption, hence our eating event detection was not affected.

between ∼1 min to ∼35 min. Precision and recall for eating
event detection are presented in Figure 11.
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Fig. 11. Free-living study: Precision and recall of eating event detection. Pn
is the participant ID.

VIII. D ISCUSSION
As people may eat at any time during the day, one important
requirement for automatic dietary monitoring is continuous
day-long monitoring without causing wearer burden. In particular, monitoring devices should not be heavy, cumbersome, nor
difficult to mount, but remain unobtrusive and unnoticeable.
Being a daily worn accessory for many, smart eyeglasses could
realise day-long monitoring. Smart eyeglasses offer direct skin
contact and thus provide access to chewing muscle activity via
EMG. As our previous work already showed, EMG recording
can be conveniently integrated in temples, providing chewing
detection and classification for certain foods [5].
The focus of this investigation was to analyse smart eyeglasses as a chewing and eating detection system for in-lab and
free-living. Our results confirm that eyeglasses can serve as a
daily accessory, offering EMG signals with sufficient quality,
even compared to gel electrodes mounted at the optimal
Temproalis measurement position. Compared to our previous
work [5], the in-lab chewing detection performance improved
for several reasons: Firstly, eyeglasses frame were personalprinted in this investigation, thus fitted each participant better
than our previous uniform-sized frames. With personalised
frames, electrode location and skin contact are maintained.
Secondly, removing the nose pad electrode also removed
motion artefacts, typically generated during head movement.
Thirdly, fusion of bilateral EMG reduced false negatives, thus
improving recall.
Chewing detection performance in free-living was lower
than for in-lab sessions. We believe that motion artefacts
during natural movements outside the lab had increased chewing detection errors. Even with the lower chewing detection
performance in free-living, the eating event detection was not
critically influenced. All but one event were correctly detected
and the average eating event duration error was 0.2 min only.
While not formally tested, surface EMG signals appeared
empirically reproducible for the detection, as confirmed by
the low performance variation in our multi-participant study.
Given the non-scripted and unsupervised protocol and considering the various activities reported by participants, we regard
the result as a first, fully realistic performance indicator for
eating detection in free-living.

Our detection outperformed Merck et al.’s four-devices
system by approx. 5%. Moreover, we had almost double
the data amount and participants at our disposal. While
clearly Merck et al.’s multi-modal approach has advantages
for extracting advanced dietary information, the simplicity of
smart eyeglasses as one wearable accessory is essential for
long-term dietary support. Dong et al. [14] achieved 81%
accuracy for eating detection using wrist-worn motion analysis
at a temporal resolution of 1 s. While our detection has a
1 min resolution, no additional re-weighting of eating vs.
non-eating data was needed. Moreover, EMG-based chewing
monitoring can offer a detailed view into individual behaviour
and chewing. A limitation of this present investigation is the
focus on food intake, fluid intake was not considered.
Our methodology to obtain reference information for chewing and eating event detection consisted of two components:
(1) participants’ activity journals for behavioural and eating
event information, and (2) Temporalis EMG recording using
glued electrodes for temporal chewing information. While
chewing reference information for in-lab dietary studies can
be obtained by observation and EMG recordings, acquiring
accurate reference in free-living is challenging. For chewing
performance analysis in free-living, we used the Temporalis
EMG recordings. Although EMG electrodes and electrode
positions were chosen to minimise error, we cannot exclude
that artefacts may have affected the chewing cycle reference,
e.g. by minor temporal variation of chewing events. In our data
analysis methodology, we therefore used a temporal overlap
check with a jitter allowance (see Sec. VI-A).
To minimise reference errors for the eating event analysis,
we devised a procedure to combine participant journal logs and
Temporalis EMG recordings. Our participant journals recorded
eating information, as in standard self-reporting food journals.
The food journal is the most appropriate manual monitoring
method to date, however not free of errors itself [20]. By
integrating participant logs and Temporalis EMG recording, a
temporally more accurate reference for eating event detection
in free-living was obtained.
IX. C ONCLUSION
Smart monitoring eyeglasses with frame-integrated sensors
have clear application potential in free-living and could contribute to the long-standing quest to find automatic dietary
monitoring solutions. This investigation showed that bilateral
EMG recording in personalised eyeglasses frames is feasible. Even on a chewing detection level, ∼80% recall and
precision can be achieved in fully unconstrained daily life.
From the chewing detection, further analyses on chewing rate
and chewing rate variability can be made, e.g. to assess oral
performance. Our eating event detection algorithm is based
on chewing rate and could reveal all but one event, while
intake duration varied widely starting from ∼1 min. We believe
that chewing and eating detection are relevant components of
automatic dietary monitoring and of interest even in a healthy
young population, as investigated here. Our results warrant
additional studies in other potential user groups and patients.
While our smart eyeglasses evaluation systems in the
present investigation were already wireless and unobtrusive for
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day-long use, we are currently miniaturising electronics and
refining eyeglasses CAD models to support design variants.
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